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Methodology of scenario planning 

In the CDR Initiative run by the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection (BMJV), an 

approach using scenario planning was developed, enabling the consequences of the digital 

transformation process to be identified using realistic case examples. Further details and documents 

about the CDR Initiative are available on the website: www.bmjv.de/CDR-Initiative.  

[Please note that this link is outdated. More information on www.cdr-initiative.de] 

 
 
 
 

Brief overview 

Digitalisation is radically altering the interfaces between business, society and politics. Within society, 

what was once a desire for a responsible approach towards innovation has now become a demand. In 

order to develop generally acceptable ideas of what positive digital progress could look like, it is 

necessary to engage in collective thinking above and beyond the confines of specific interest groups.  

This is why the BMJV set up the ‘Corporate Digital Responsibility (CDR) Initiative’ in 2018. The Initiative 

is tasked with finding out what it means to assume corporate responsibility in the digital world. As part 

of the Initiative, a Working Group was established comprising representatives of business and politics.  

The team set out with the goal of developing a method for identifying and clearly illustrating the impact 

of digitalisation on society. This method – known as ‘scenario planning’ – is based on realistic case 

examples which can be discussed by anyone with readily accessible technical knowledge, without 

requiring academic expertise. One strength of scenario planning is how it enables things to be seen 

from the consumer’s viewpoint. This makes it possible to find out what measures are required and what 

interests need to be taken into account in order to strengthen the general public’s trust in the digital 

transformation process. Another strength is that it enables consumers to reappraise their own 

expectations with regard to technological innovations. Using the example of a ‘smart front door’, the 

group was quick to recognise the benefits of being able to grant flexible access, while the risks of being 

denied access due to technical limitations were also identified.  

Although the individual case examples show a wide range of different possibilities for simplifying the 

practical aspects of everyday life on both individual and collective levels, the problems associated with 

these scenarios are actually quite similar. There is no doubt that the spread of digital technology offers 

potential in terms of freedom and/or inclusion. However, certain issues relating to liability, 

responsibility and security (of data, networks and IT infrastructure) still need to be clarified. 

Furthermore, digital innovation also creates new problems related to the protection of privacy and the 

short lifespan of increasingly complex digital products and services.  

http://www.bmjv.de/CDR-Initiative
http://www.cdr-initiative.de/


 

On a higher level of abstraction than the case examples, a need for clarification became apparent with 

regard to the principles of voluntary action, self-determination and the right not to be connected to 

the digital world, as well as regarding fundamental structural issues. 

The results presented by the Working Group in this document provide some initial pointers towards 

the new framework conditions that need to be established so that the digitalisation process can 

develop in a positive direction. The insights gathered in this report should not be regarded as exhaustive 

but are rather intended to serve as a basis for further work within the CDR Initiative. 
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This document presents the Working Group’s results. The CDR Working Group opted for an approach 

based on the discussion of case examples. ‘Scenario planning’ is also used (in different variations) in the 

development of technological innovations and is similar to the concept of ‘design thinking’.  

The goal was to develop and test an open-ended method that is intuitive to work with and can be used 

with relatively little practice by stakeholders outside the BMJV’s initial circle of participants. The 

method – which was refined and consolidated over a period of multiple test phases carried out by the 

CDR Working Group – is presented in the following sections. Some early insights for responsible 

digitalisation are also described. These resulted from the trial application of the ‘scenario planning’ 

technique.  

This document is also intended to serve as an instruction manual on how to identify and discuss the 

implications of a technological innovation using concrete examples. It is divided into the following 

sections:  

 

 Corporate Digital Responsibility (CDR):  Definition 

 Scenario planning:  Methods for identifying gaps in responsibility 

 Case example:  The smart front door 

 Aspects of digital responsibility:  Results from several case examples 

 Principles of responsibility in practice:  Content of responsible digitalisation 

 Limitations:  Open issues 

 Recommendations:  Suggestions for next steps 

 

The overall concept of Corporate Digital Responsibility (CDR) is based on the idea of Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) which describes the way in which companies assume responsibility for their 

impact on society. CSR deals with various social, ecological and economic aspects such as those 

covered in the standard internationally-recognised documents on corporate responsibility. These 

documents include the ILO Declaration of Principles on Enterprises and Social Policy, the OECD 

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, 

the UN Global Compact, the International Standard ISO 26000 and the applicable reporting standards 

for companies.  

This broad-ranging concept of CSR would seem to cover every area of corporate responsibility. But the 

digitalisation process and the associated surge in innovation – particularly involving the connection of 

all kinds of new products and services to the internet – have generated social phenomena which have 

yet to be addressed within the existing CSR framework.  



 

For example, new issues of self-determination arise when using digital technologies that involve not 

only data (including the analysis and networking of that data) but also algorithms, and which are 

digitally connected with physical products across several different spheres of responsibility.  

Contrary to what might be expected, the difference between CDR and CSR is not based on the 

difference between ‘social’ and ‘digital’ but rather on the way the underlying responsibility is 

interpreted. This appears in a new light due to the spread of digital technology: in the rapidly advancing 

field of digital innovation, who is responsible to whom and for what? As regards the future 

consequences of the technology being produced today, conflicts of interest could emerge. It is 

important to examine and discuss the legitimacy of new developments in the light of competing 

economic, social and ecological interests. Such assessments can and must be measured in terms of our 

contemporary Western values and ideals, several aspects of which differ from the value systems in 

other countries (e.g. the social scoring system in China). It is too early to say whether CDR and CSR will 

become entirely separate paradigms. In this early phase of examining CDR, the focus is on developing 

a new understanding of responsibility under the conditions generated by the dynamics of digital 

innovation.  

The method 

Scenario planning provides a way of getting away from the abstract level and shedding light on the 

responsibility issue in everyday digital situations. First of all, hypothetical situations are described in 

concrete detail and then closely analysed in a sequence of four different stages. For example, the 

implications of consumers having a smart front door are identified in terms of the potential 

opportunities and risks for the general public. This leads to the formulation of hypothetical steps to be 

taken by economic actors (e.g. companies). These hypothetical proposals are informed by the known 

consequences of digital progress. 

Scenario planning thus makes it possible to assume and/or consider the viewpoints of different 

stakeholders. Applying the technique to a broad range of different situations enables a more accurate 

picture of the key questions in a digitalisation process to emerge and brings possible answers to the 

surface. Scenario planning is particularly suitable for group work because it allows various different 

perspectives to be incorporated into the process. It is helpful to set clear time limits because – even 

within diverse groups – the main arguments can often be identified within a short space of time based 

on initial and spontaneous responses.   
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Scenario planning is carried out in four iterative stages as illustrated in the diagram below:  

 
 
Stage 1: Scenario development 

The participants or organisers select a field of application within the digital transformation process and 

then describe a scenario in as much detail as possible (e.g. how some new technology affects or could 

affect our everyday lives). Ideally, everyone should have a relatively similar and (above all) concrete 

idea of the field of application. In the first stage, the participants must therefore address the following 

key question: ‘What consumer-relevant events or effects will arise in the field of application?’ The 

participants note down everything that immediately springs to mind. There are no right or wrong 

answers. No evaluation needs to be carried out during this stage because the main emphasis is on 

factual consequences.  

 

Stage 2: Scenario evaluation  

In the second stage, the group evaluates the previously selected event by asking what the opportunities 

and challenges are for consumers. In the chosen example of a smart front door, this involves evaluating 

the usage and storage of access information. In other words, what impact will the technological 

scenario have on their lives? Once again the participants consider the pros and cons in terms of the 

opportunities and risks arising from this more specifically defined situation.  

 



 

Stage 3: Need for action  

If the group is confident that it has identified all the relevant implications, it proceeds to the third stage 

where it moves from the concrete to the meta level. What action is required based on the evaluated 

event? What is the ideal state? What other interests exist? What stakeholders were involved in the 

selected event? If necessary, the existing statutory regulations or the regulatory gaps for this concrete 

example can also be addressed.  

 

Stage 4: Recommendation for action 

On another level of abstraction, situations are identified that appear to demand some kind of 

fundamental clarification. These situations can often be seen reappearing in several different 

scenarios. Taking the example of the smart front door, they include the need to disclose personal 

data, but also the need for protection against unwanted transfer to third parties, freedom from 

manipulation, and independence from a single provider. If insights are confirmed on this level by 

several different scenarios, it provides a strong indication (backed up by the case examples) about 

where responsibility needs to be directed in the digital context. However, it tells us nothing about 

what measures should be used in order to establish a responsible approach towards digital 

innovation. But based on the analysis conducted in the fourth stage, an action plan is drawn up 

describing how a responsible approach could be achieved and who could implement it. 
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Case example – the smart front door 

This example is based on the premise that access mechanisms controlled by digital identification 

routines are increasingly common in private residential settings. It is irrelevant whether the 

identification process is performed via biometric recognition or by entering a code. In order to simplify 

the scenario, it was decided to focus on a process of entering a code that can be individually selected 

and changed by the user. To conduct scenario planning, practical aspects were significant. If a key is 

no longer required, who is granted access? Who decides on and monitors access? What happens if the 

code gets lost or if there is a power cut? These practical questions and their implications are illustrated 

in the following diagram: 

 

 
 

Aspects of digital responsibility 

Comparing different scenarios gives rise to a cross-cutting perspective which sheds light on the 

underlying structural conditions that form an essential part of digital responsibility. Without this 

analysis and without the necessary framework conditions, the long-term consequences (as opposed to 

the short-term advantages) can eventually become impossible to control due to the powerful dynamics 

of innovation.  

The following thematic areas were identified by the Working Group as being relevant fields of 

responsibility requiring clarification. They have not been discussed in detail or substantively elaborated. 



 

They are organised thematically. The idea is for them to be incorporated at a later stage into an overall 

concept of digital responsibility. The particular selection of different themes reflects a fundamental 

desire to prevent further social imbalances emerging as a result of digitalisation. These aspects and 

principles should be taken into consideration when developing and distributing digital technologies: 

 

Ensuring social inclusion via:  Accessibility 

 Digital education and awareness-raising 

 Consumer information and assured consumer understanding 

 Skills management for employees 

 Fair digital platforms with non-discriminatory access 

Ensuring that digital services enable 
individual self-determination in terms of: 

 Voluntariness 

 Freedom of choice for consumers 

 Right not to use social media 

 Right to be forgotten 

Taking account of structural changes in 
the mass distribution of technology with 
regard to: 

 Transport 

 Infrastructure 

 Urban landscapes 
 Future of work 

Avoiding rebound effects  Demand for sustainability in general 

 Longevity and modularity of solutions  

 Permanent update capability for software components 

Guaranteeing interoperability with 
generally applicable standards for: 

 Technology 

 Dealing with competition 

 Products  

 Services 

Guaranteeing data protection and privacy  Privacy by design and default 

 Transparency regarding the data collected and processed 

 Clear restriction to specified purpose 

 Consumer access and deletion rights 

Guaranteeing digital security through:  User protection, i.e. preventing anyone from becoming a victim or 
offender 

 Generally applicable security guidelines 
 Precautions against system outages and provision of alternative 

solutions 

Designing liability regulations for digitally 
networked (i.e. smart) systems: 

 Standard procedures for breaches of digital contracts 

 Assertion of liability claims 

 Effective monitoring systems and market supervision 

 Availability of regulatory knowledge 

 Ability to name the responsible persons 

 Clarification of product responsibility 

 Strengthening of self-responsibility 

 

Based on these aspects of digital responsibility, it is possible to derive the principles outlined in the 

following section.  
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Principles of digital responsibility  
 

The digital transformation process is highly dynamic and its future development is impossible to 

predict. Any approach to Corporate Digital Responsibility must be similarly dynamic and adaptable. 

The insights presented here are provisional. It is important when dealing with this issue to have the 

courage to rethink ideas and/or revise assumptions. The core question is how we want the world of 

tomorrow to be.  

The companies should discuss their value hierarchies and clarify the issue of their responsibility 

towards third parties. The companies are stakeholders in the digital transformation process. They 

account for the ‘C’ in CDR. But other stakeholders bear responsibility too. The goal is for the principles 

to represent an economic advantage in the long term. Based on the concrete aspects of digital 

responsibility outlined above, it is possible to define a number of initial generalised principles of 

corporate responsibility which should be embedded within a practical and statutory framework: 

 

1. Companies should enable and encourage consumer self-determination.  

2. Companies should regard the digital transformation process as a means for increasing social 

inclusion and should make it serve the goal of sustainability. This includes asking whether certain 

technologies are actually necessary (risk/opportunity assessment). 

3. Companies should try to ensure that nobody gets left behind in the digital transformation process.   

4. Companies should avoid making consumers dependent on technology in the digital transformation 

process.   

5. Companies should encourage social discourse and engage in awareness-raising.  

6. Companies should guarantee data protection and privacy (privacy by default/privacy by design).  

7. Companies should provide interoperable technologies.  

8. Companies should ensure that new technologies are designed with high IT security standards 

during the development phase and should continue providing the necessary security updates in 

future.  

  



 

Limitations 

The members of the CDR Working Group met on a monthly basis, running the Initiative alongside their 

main duties in their respective companies and the Ministry. This explains the highly practice-oriented 

nature of the results. It also explains why it was impossible to conduct deeper analysis and develop 

more detailed concepts. The group’s high level of efficiency is due to the fact that in their main jobs, 

the members work on similar issues of responsibility in the digital context. Very little time was required 

for knowledge transfer.  

It also means that the group’s knowledge about the consequences of digitalisation is not sufficiently 

representative and needs to be broadened by adding other social viewpoints. This broadening of the 

horizon to include other interest groups and representatives of different segments of society will 

involve a communication process that will serve to improve the resilience of the solutions put forward 

for digital responsibility.  

The ‘scenario planning’ technique used by the group has proven itself to be stable and scalable. It 

enables a broader view to be taken of the opportunities and risks involved with innovations, 

technological products and digital services without requiring any prior expert knowledge. But this on 

its own is not enough to develop a viable concept of digital responsibility for all stakeholders. It 

requires more in-depth conceptual work which is planned for a subsequent stage. 

The work already conducted was done without any major reference to scientific theories because these 

have not yet been developed far enough in the area of digital responsibility. In the fields of business 

ethics and corporate responsibility, however, theories have been developed which could be utilised 

here. Their applicability for the concept of CDR still needs to be assessed. Likewise, the question of 

whether CSR and CDR should be treated as integrated or separate concepts has not yet been resolved 

in this first exploratory phase and will have to be clarified within the scope of academic investigation.  

Recommendation 

Based on the results outlined in this document, the Working Group recommends proceeding in the 

following manner in the CDR Initiative: 

 

1. Broadening the scope of scenario planning to include several different interest groups in order to 

obtain the most diverse possible impression of the concrete and structural consequences of 

digital innovation. 

2. Conceptual work to shape awareness of digital responsibility on the basis of further insights from 

scenario planning. 

3. Consolidation of the concept of corporate digital responsibility by sharing ideas with the research 

community and other relevant stakeholders. 
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Annex: Further case examples 

In the following section, additional examples with brief descriptions are provided as a way of further 

illustrating the scenario planning technique.  

 

Case example – Autonomous driving 

In this example, autonomous driving is defined as being where the vehicle takes complete care of all 

the driving functions, thereby distinguishing it from assisted driving and from semi-automated, 

highly-automated or fully-automated driving. The user does not require any driving skills or a driving 

licence and the vehicle has neither steering wheel nor pedals. Everyone in the vehicle is a passenger. 

At present, there are no autonomous vehicles on the road in Germany, nor are there any autonomous 

driving functions in use. What is being discussed here is a future scenario. 

 
 

  



 

Case example – IoT fridge with freshness manager 

This is an example from the Internet of Things (IoT). In the kitchen is a smart IoT fridge equipped 

with a freshness manager which monitors the condition of the groceries using a third-party 

algorithm. IoT appliances include all devices and components which are wirelessly connected to a 

network and which are capable of collecting, storing and processing data.  

 

 
  

https://www.itwissen.info/Netzwerk-network.html
https://www.itwissen.info/Daten-data.html
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Case example – IoT fridge with shopping assistant 

New questions are raised by each (new) feature. Not to mention combinations of features. This time, 

the selected example was a smart IoT fridge equipped with a shopping assistant.  

 

 
 
  



 

The more case examples are analysed using scenario planning, the more complete the overall picture 

becomes. The goal here is to ensure that the group is highly diverse and heterogeneous so that as 

many viewpoints as possible are incorporated. We have included a template just in case you wish to 

try it for yourself.  
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